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ABSTRACT

AM-FM demodulationis used for expandinga digital
image/videoin terms of an AM-FM seriesexpansion.
The fundamentalAM-FM harmonicis estimatedusinga
collection of bandpassfilters which operateover the
analytic version of the input image/video.The SIMD
architecturewasusedto developa fast implementationof
the AM-FM decomposition. Preliminary results are
shown for a novel fast segmentation of M-mode
ultrasound videos, based only on the harmonic
estimation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The primary goal of this paper is to developeda fast
implementationof AM-FM demodulation.In order to
understandwhy AM-FM demodulation is very time
consumingit should be noted that the AM-FM series
describes a digital image/video in terms of:
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is the reconstructedversion of the

(real 2D matrix) input X(n1,n2), I [.] is the indicator
function and
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be the analytic versionof X(n1,n2), where H{.} is the
discretehilbert transformerwhich operatesover the rows
or columnsof X(n1,n2) (seesection3 and[2] for details),

then the amplitude ak(n1,n2) and phase ϕk(n1,n2) are
estimatedfrom the output of L band-pass(complex)
filters: h1, h2, .. hL :
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is the instantaneousfrequency

and  Hk is the frequency response of the filter hk. 

At this point it is easy to identify (2), (5)-(8) as the
bottleneckoperationsfor a fast AM-FM decomposition.
Moreover, all these operationsshould be repeatedL
times.

Even though AM-FM demodulationis a computational
intensiveoperation,a fast implementationis possibleif it
is notedthatall of theseoperations(with theexceptionof
the arctan) can takeadvantageof the Single Instruction
Multiple Data (SIMD) architecture,which is embedded
in most current microprocessor(i.e: Motorola's PPC
74xx; Intel's PIII, P4, Itanium; AMD's Duron, Athlon,
etc.). The SIMD architecturehas beenalreadyusedto
boostthetime-performanceof well-knownalgorithms[5-
8].

The SIMD executionmodel operatesover packed data
elementswhich could be located in memory or in a
SIMD register;A packed data elementis a vectorwith S
contiguouselements;let S=4 (stateof the art for single
presicionfloating point numbers),and X = [x0 x1 x2 x3]
andY = [y0 y1 y2 y3] be two packed data elements;also



let op be a SIMD math operation. Then the SIMD
operation is represented by:
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The capabilities of the SIMD architecture are exploited to
implement SIMD compliant (packed versions) of all
needed operations such as convolution, maximum, and
division to lead a fast AM-FM demodulation.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the scalar
SIMD framework is summarized and is used to describe a
SIMD compliant AM-FM demodulation algorithm in
section 3; in section 4, the experimental results are
presented and a novel fast segmentation for M-mode
ultrasound videos is shown as an application example.
Finally in section 5 the conclusions are listed.

2. SIMD Architecture and Framework

Overall SIMD technology has similar capabilities among
different microprocessor manufacturers. Nevertheless the
manner a particular SIMD operation is carried out
depends deeply on the particular manufacturer's
architecture. Well-known manufacturers are Intel with its
PIII, P4 and Itanium (SIMD extensions are called SSE or
SSE2), Motorola with its PPC 74xx family (SIMD
extensions are called AltiVec) and AMD with its Duron
and Athlon families (SIMD extensions are called
3DNow!)

The SIMD execution model operates over packed data
elements (also it can operate over scalar data) which
could be located in memory or in a SIMD register.
Typical operations are: load/store (16-bit aligned), logic
operations, math operations, such as addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, multiply-accumulate
(AltiVec only), square root, maximum and minimum;
shuffle/permutation operations and Cache-management
operations are also provided.

A description of a SIMD math operation was already
given in (9). A shuffle/permutation operation performs a
reordering of the bits present in a SIMD register; a SIMD
register is divided into blocks of bits (SSE considers
blocks of 32-bits, SSE2 blocks of 16 and 32-bits and
AltiVec considers blocks of 8-bits), and these blocks can
be re-ordered in any given fashion.

Memory data access has a great impact on the
performance of any SIMD application (load a simd-
register with memory data and vice-versa). Addressed
memory should be 16-bit aligned and data elements also
should be continuous in memory. Moreover the memory
addressing mode depends on the architecture. AltiVec
uses memory indexing mode for any memory address
offset, while SSE specifies an immediate operand to
accomplish the same task.

A framework was recently proposed [5-8] to developed
SIMD compliant algorithms. This framework is focused

on efficient (time-performance as the primary constraint)
implementations. It is well-known that non-linear (or
pseudo-random) memory data access patterns have a
great impact on the implementation's time-performance
of a given algorithm. Due to this reason any
implementation will be modified (if necessary) in such a
way to access input data in a linear fashion. A primitive
operation is defined as the core operation needed by a
given algorithm (i.e: real or complex addition,
multiplication, etc.). In general, any algorithm that can be
expressed as a set of vector operations (over contiguous
elements) will be able to take advantage of a SIMD
architecture; due to this reason, it is very natural to
choose a vector/matrix notation to define all primitive
operations that are carried-out for a given algorithm.
This mathematical notation is architecture independent.

3. SIMD compliant AM-FM demodulation

The AM-FM demodulation is a computational intensive
operation, mainly because a collection of 2D Gabor
bandpass filters are normally used in (5). An FFT based
approach is a partial solution [9] to this problem because
the size of the input 2D matrix is restricted to powers of
two. In a more general setup a spatial convolution based
approach is needed. In order to accomplish this a
collection of 2D separable (into 1D) filters is preferred. A
2D Gabor filter can be decomposed into two 1D Gabor
filters to speed-up the convolution needed in (5). In
general any collection of well-defined 2D (separable)
bandpass filters can be used (the optimallity showed by a
Gabor filter in a continuous AM-FM demodulation is
lose in the discrete case). 

Also, the pre-computation of the Analytic Image has a
great impact in both (i) the speed-up of the AM-FM
demodulation, because it allows the use of small length
(number of coefficients) filters to compute (5) and (ii) in
(4) the so called 'Analytic Image' is needed to avoid
ambiguity when estimating the instantaneous amplitude
and phase (or frequency) in (6)-(8) (see [2,3] for details).
The 'Analytic Image' is obtained by computing the 1D
discrete Hilbert transform over rows or columns; this can
be done by convolving the FIR Hilbert transformer with
the rows or columns; a standard approach is to use the
Kaiser window approximation to compute the
coefficients of an M order FIR Hilbert transformer as:
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From equations (1)-(8) four math operations are
identified: (i) convolution (real and complex) in
equations (4-5) and (8); note that the discrete gradient
operator can be interpreted as a convolution; (ii) point
wise maximum value from a set of L matrices (equation
2); (iii) pointwise multiplication and/or division of two
matrices (equations 6-8); and (iv) the arctan operation
(eq. 6); All these math operations (with the exclusion of



the arctan function) are built-in functions in any SIMD
architecture implementation. Pointwise
multiplication/division and maximum of two (or more)
arrays of ordered elements are directly mapped into
packed operations (note that this condition is true for
equations (2) and (6)-(8) ). Nevertheless, a SIMD
compliant convolution is not. 

Let X = [x0 x1 .. xN-1] be a vector with N scalar elements;
also let G = [g0 g1 .. gM-1] be a filter with M scalar
elements; then the linear convolution Y = X*G, where
Y = [y0 y1 .. yN+M-2] is define as
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let XM(k) = [ 0k X 0M-k-1 ], where 0N is a vector of zeros
with N elements, then the last equation can be written as:
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note that the convolution, described as in (12), can easily
take advantage of packed operations: the vector XM(k) is
linearly accessed and multiplied by a scalar. Then a set of
M vectors are accumulated (again they are linearly
accessed). Also, the actual implementation does not use
the vector XM explicitly. This procedure will work 'as is'
when its applied over contiguous elements (convolution
over rows if the input matrix is assumed to be stored in a
row-major fashion), and must be modified when applied
over columns; this procedure leads to a transposition-free
algorithm that can be applied to any higher dimension.
Details can be found in [7].

4. Experimental Results and Applications

The SIMD AM-FM demodulation was implemented in
the Intel's SIMD architecture (only SSE instruction set
was used for compatibility reasons) and tested in a P4
(running at 1.6 Ghz, with 1 Gb of RAM and 512K of L2
cache) and in a Xeon PIII (running at 0.9 Ghz, with 2 Gb
of RAM and 2048K L2 cache). The operating system
was Linux (kernel 2.4.20 with the preemtible kernel
patch) and the code was developed in ANSI C along with
inline assembly instructions (to access the SIMD
operations).

One of the main reasons to implement a fast AM-FM
demodulation was to use it to segment M-mode
ultrasound videos; a typical M-mode frame is shown in
fig. 1. Two kind of segmentation are needed (i) to
identify the medical region of interest (ROI), which is
between the near field and the Epicardium [11] (also see
figure 4) and (ii) segment the intenal walls of the left
ventricle (LV) in order to perform computer aided
Echocardiographic measurements such as LV internal
dimensions, LV posterior wall thickness, interventricular
septal thickness etc. (all of them with high medical
impact). In the present work preliminary results are
presented for (i).

The present work proposes an FM only demodulation
procedure :
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In equation 13.a,b only one band-pass filter (with 15
complex coefficients) is used. At this point it must be
noted that if ϕk(n1,n2) is considered to be a random
variable ~ U[0 2π] (in eq. 13.a or 13.b) then :

P X n1 , n 2 ��0.5 =
L

2L�1
          (14)

Figure 1  Original M-mode frame.

Figure 2.a  FM only reconstruction using first 20
harmonics.



Equation14 meansthat the reconstructedimagetendsto
have very few pixels with values near L (maximum
possiblevalueof in eq.13.b),whenL is increasedin eq.
13.b. Also note that the value -0.5 in eq. 14 will be
exactlythemedianvalueof the reconstructedimage(eq.
13.b)asL goesto infinity. A reconstructionusingthe 20
first harmonicsis shownin figure 2.a;notethatthewall's
structureis well preserved.At this stage,a segmentation
of the reconstructedimage is easily achieved(see fig.
2.b) by settinga thresholdwhich dependsin the current
maximum and minimum values present in the
reconstructedimage. Using this segmentedimage the
boundary identification of the near field and the
Epicardiumwasperformedandis shownin figure 3. The
boundaries define the medical ROI where all
Echocardiographic measurements (still under
development) will take place.

Figure 2.b  Segmented version of fig. 2.a

Figure 3  Medical ROI is shown. NF stands for “Near
Fileld” and E stands for “Epicardium”

TheM-modevideowasdigitizedusingaMatrox Meteor-

II framegrabber;the original video (640x480pixels per
frame) contains text data (irrelevant for the present
application)and the ultrasoundvideo itself, which hasa
constantsize of 396x360pixels per frame. The overall
time neededto calculate the reconstructedimage (eq.
13.b) from the input imagewas 0.074 sec. in the Xeon
PIII system and 0.048 sec. in the P4 system; theses
resultsleadsto a frameprocessingspeedof 13.5and20.4
frames per second respectively.

5. Conclusions

A fast AM-FM demodulationimplementationispossible.
Moreover,specificproblemscouldbesuitablefor a real-
time processing.Ongoingwork: authorsare seeking an
efficient parallel implementation (shared memory
computers),and will apply the techniquesdescribedin
this paper to develop a computer aided
Echocardiographic measurements system.
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